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This is our spot of the World, We know it intimately. We love it fervently, so much so that we want to carve
up it with kindred souls. We are Proud to showcase to “Unveil the Himalayan Paradise to the world”.

Trekking Trail Nepal
Trekking Trail Nepal Pvt. Ltd is a unique travel and
trekking company offering outdoor adventure
holidays in the Himalayas, including Nepal,
Bhutan, Tibet and India. During the last four
years in this industry, we have worked closely
with our clients in customizing award-winning
trips in some of the world’s most incredible
places. we create full service, life-changing trips
while taking care of the details every step of the
way.

experience at least once in their lifetime.
In our brochure, we mention 47 well-liked Trips
in 4 different countries. We offer all-inclusive
multi-country and custom tour packages for
both groups or individuals. Our travel itineraries
include everything from wildlife adventures,
luxury cultural experiences, trekking to Everest
Base Camp or Annapurna Base Camp.
Whether you prefer short, easy trekking trail or
challenging peak accents. Trekking Trail Nepal
has a trip for you. So come and Unveil the
Himalayan Paradise with Us!

Our varied itineraries allow you to soak up the
local atmosphere, visit ancient temples and
monasteries, and experience life as “mountain
people” of the Himalayas. when you journey
with us, you will be treated as family and
leave as lifelong friends. Traveling through
the Himalayas is something everybody should
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Welcome to the Himalayan Kingdom of Nepal with Trekking Trail Nepal……Namaste!!

Why to Join Trekking Trail Nepal
Our enthusiasm lies within the people, trekking, adventure culture and the impressive holy mountains.
These are all causal factors that from this amazing world you wish to visit. Proudly we are dedicated
to provided that expert guidance throughout each juncture of your holiday experience. Behind the
scenes we are committed to the policies that you read below, we believe they make up the Trekking
Trail Nepal difference and heighten the way you travel….
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Local Himalayan Experts and Great Value
Small Group and we Take a Personal Approach
Health and Safety
Quality of Service and Porter Trek Policy
Responsible Tourism and Environmental Policy
Cultural responsibility and respect for each Country
We offer Authentic Holidays Travel
We have a Responsible travel ethos, we listen and we are Secure.

Recommended By:

www.trekkingtrail.com | www.trekkingtrailnepal.com

NEPAL

Heaven is Myth, Nepal is Real.

Nepal is one of the best hub in the entire world
which has been in one of the best traveling
destination among people. Heaven is myth,
Nepal is real. This is what we hear out from
our international visitors. Be it adventure or
the diversity of our mother earth, Nepal could
be a region that perfectly addresses them
both. Nepal is known for Himalayas from very
long time. Nepal has more to offer. We have
variance in landscapes for almost all kinds of
sport and for almost every adventure you would
like to make. With over 126 spoken languages
and multiple ethnic groups you will also explore
the hidden originality of Nepalese community.
We have learned spirituality from the Buddha.
Being with these cheerful citizens in one of the
amazing and amusing place on earth, anyone
could be triggered to attain infinity knowledge,
experience and learn a new way of living life.
Travelers are god to us.

Nepal is undoubtedly a traveler’s delight, for the
adventurous, nature and the culture lovers; we
have created the greatest ways to see Nepal’s
ever changing landscapes, beauty and deeply
spiritual cultures. If you like to explore, this is one
of the most inspiring places in the world to do it.
The possibilities are endless, from the short and
easy trekking and culture opportunities to the
adventurous expeditions along the challenging
snowy peaks. We welcome you from the bottom
of our heart, entertain you and make your time
great.
Trekking Trail Nepal has geared up as set
of information and itineraries for our valued
clients who would like to enjoy the adventure
of a lifetime and after this is over they would
definitely carry a sweet reminiscence of a life
back home.

We glass case Nepal in many dissimilar ways to offer you
a selection of lifetime experiences.
Everest Base Camp Trek
Annapurna Base Camp Trek
Manuals Larke-La Pass Trek
Gokyo Valley Trek
Annapuran Circuit Trek
Mardi Himal Trek
Annapurna Foothill Trek
Gandrung-Ghorepani Trek
Upper Mustang Trek
Rara Lake Trek
Upper Mustang Trek
Royal Trek
Mardi Himal Trek
Hot Spring Trek
Panchase Trekking
Poon Hill Ghandrung Trek
Macchapuchrhre Model Trek
Guerrilla Trekking
Jomsom Poon-Hill Trek

Nepal Heritage Tour
Holi Tour
Nepal Golden Triangle Tour
Nepal Scenic Tours
Himalayan View Tour
Nepal Jungle Paradise Tour
Yoga, Nature and Culture Tour
Nepal Golden Triangle Tour
Kathmandu Valley Tour
Nepal Scenic Tour

BHUTAN

Kingdom Of Thunder Dragon
Bhutan is cradled in the deep folds of Himalayas.
A small country with amazing people,
remarkable scenery and natural wonders
have been hidden from the outside world from
generations. A kingdom of mystery with one of
the most exotic destination on earth, Bhutan,
is a unique harbor for enthusiastic travelers.
Bhutan is a mountainous place which is popular
with Land of the Thunder dragon whose climatic
conditions is unarguably amazing ranging from
sub-tropical to even very cold along the Tibetan
border.
Today when almost all parts of he world have
seen a surge in tourist members, Bhutan has
continued to follow a policy of regulated tourism
in order to safeguard the country’s natural
surroundings, rich cultural heritage and the
unique way of life for its people. Making Bhutan
one of the least travelled countries in the World.
Come and explore the only one of its kind
untouched wonders of Bhutan for yourself. Snow
capped mountains, emerald green landscapes;
fascinating wildlife and gentle people all wait
for you. Experience the “Thunder Kingdom –
Bhutan” with Trekking Trail Nepal.

Tours in Bhutan
Glimpse of Bhutan Tour - 8 Days
Bhumthang Cultural Tour - 10 Days
Bhutan East West Tour - 15 Days
Chomolhari Trek 12 - Days
Druk Path Trek - 9 Days
Glimpse of Nepal-Bhutan Tour - 11 Days
Bhutan-Nepal Winter Tour - 10 Days

TIBET

Roof Of The World

Tibet, Known as the roof of the world is still a
mystical place that few have dared to explore.
It is an ancient country with ancient Buddhist
culture, hidden valleys, artistic monasteries,
breathtaking landscape, centuries old caravan
trails and highest point on earth Mt. Everest,
It is highest region in the world with average
altitude of 16000 ft, (4,875 Meters) isolated by
vast mountain ranges that form its northern,
southern and western borders.
It is a land locked country with India on the west
and South, Nepal Bhutan and Myanmar on
South. It borders with Sichuan and Yunnan on
the east, Qinghai and Sinkiang on the north, the
Chinese proveniences. The inhospitable climate
and different trail landscape, has made this
country uninhabitable to all but the hardest of
people. It is one of the world’s least populated
areas and large portion of the total land areas
of 474008 square miles is uninhabited barren
desert. Weather conditions and high altitude
make it very difficult for growing no matter which
and only the hardiest of plants and animals can
survive. It has vast areas of land too cost and
windswept for any vegetation to grow.
The largest region of Tibet, which covers almost
half of Tibet’s surface area is the northern
plateau locally known as the Chang Tang. It is
one of the most inhospitable places on Earth
with low temperatures, lack of rainfall, high
winds and sparse vegetation. On the western
Border is the Karakoram Range.

Everest Base Camp 4WD Tour - 12 Days
Kathmandu-Lhasa Tour - 7 Days
Tibet Cultural Tour - 12 Days
Mt. Kailash Tour - 12 Days

INDIA

The Country of Myths and Color
India as all of us know is a very large country
with diverse cultures and fascinating change
of race, color, creed and places as we broadly
travel across it. Most people however fancy India
as a hot country with only places of historical
weight and fantastical legends.
From Deserts to palm-Fringed beaches, rural
village to sting cities, the magnificent Taj Mahal
and cool hill Stations of Darjeeling and Sikkim,
it’s over 5000 years of history of conquest, raise
and fall of great empires, is alive in Mughal
palaces.
If its history you want India is full of it; the forts,
abandoned cities, ruined, battlefields and
monuments all have their tales to tell. If you
simply want to lie on the beach there are enough
to satisfy the most avid sound worshipper, if
walking and the open air is your thing then head
for the trekking courts of the Himalayas, some
of which are as wild and deserted as you could
ask for. If you merely wants to find the real India
you will come face to face with every day trips
on Indian trains and buses may not always be
fun, but they certainly are an experience, India
is not a place you simply clinically "SEE" it’s a
total "EXPERIENCE" an assault on the senses, a
place you’ll never forget. No one should miss
the unique experience that is INDIA.

Golden Triangle Tour - 8 Days
Golden Triangle -Camel Safari Tour - 11 Days
Ladakh Monastery Trekking - 12 Days
Frozen River Trekking - 13 Days
Lamayuru Alchi Trekking - 9 Days
India-Nepal Best Places Tour - 15 Days

For detailed itineraries, inquiries and price request please contact us at:

Thamel, Kathmandu, Nepal
P.O. Box No.: 20108
+977-1-4411662
info@trekkingtrail.com
info@trekkingtrail.com
trekkingtrailnepal@gmail.com

www.trekkingtrail.com | www.trekkingtrailnepal.com
Thanks you for your interest in Trekking Trail Nepal
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Once you have selected one of our exciting trips please pass this brochure on to friends and family
and allow them to discover our amazing Himalayan Holidays !

